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Woodrow ~ilson Foundation· Awards
Mathematics Fellowship To XU Senior
Edward L. Spitznaget, ~fr., a
member of the senior class at XU,
; has been awarded a Woodrow Wilson Foundation fellowship t his
p a s t week, for superior overall
scholastic ability.
Mr. Spitzriagel is a mathematics
major whose life's goal · is to
. teach - preferably algebra - at
a university - preferably ·Xavier.
He plans to work for a Ph.D. im; mediately. He was one of 1200 col1 lege students throughout the na; tion who w e r e awarded similar
fellowships, out of approximately
twice that many formal applicants.
The Woodrow Wilson Foundation is primarily interested in encouraging campus graduates to en. ter the teaching profession, and it
gives preference to students who
' are seriously contemplating such
. a future. It receives its funds from
such ins.titutions as the Foi:d Foundation.
Mr. Spitznagel, who will be
graduating in June after only three

Italian Ambassador To Address Students;
Xavier Political Forum Sponsors Visit

s bi p by Notre Dame University,
and he is a candidate for a National Science Foundation fellowship.
He will know by March 15 whether
or not t h e latter award will be
granted him.
The Woodrow Wilson fellowship
provides tuition and $1500 for living expenses, but it cannot be renewed. On the other h a n d, the
National Science fellowship has
very similar provisions, except
that it can be renewed. The ·Notre
Dame assistantship consists of a
$400 scholarship and $1800 for
teaching.
Mr. Spitznagel's award was a
result of a high scholastic average,
and a high Foundation rating.
If Mr. Spitznagel decides to accept the fellowship, he will probably use it at the University of
Chicago, which will also receive
Edward L. Spitutacel, Jr•
a grant. If he docs not accept, it,
years at Xavier, has not yet ac- his name will nevertheless be
cepted the fellowship. He has al- listed permanently in the Woodready been ollered an assistant- row Wilson Foundation Directory.

=============================================

Third ''M~ter et Magistra'' .Symposium
-Schedu;led. :..For .~.su:nday· .~res~~Wti.oD " '
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His Excellency, Sergio Fenoaltea, Ambassador of Italy to the
United States, will be on campus
Monday, March 19 for a convocation address. The convocation
will be held at 2:30. in the Cash
Room of Logan Hall, and all students are invited. The Political
Forum, which is sponsoring the
Ambassador's visit, has also invited guests from the ItalianAmerican Society of Cincinnati to
attend the address.
A g•raduate of the University
of Rome, where he later was an
assistant professor of Economics,
His Excellency played a leading
role in the resistance to Nazi occupation, as Secretary of the
Italian National Committee of
Liberation. In 1944, after the liberation of Rome, he became a
member of the newly formed
Italian Government, as Undet·secretary of State to the Council
of Ministers.
He was appointed Ambassadot·
to China in 1945, at Nanking,
where he remained until shortly
after the Communists took over
the Chinese mainland in 1949.
When the North Atlantic Treaty
Orgianization was established in
1952, he was appointed NATO's
Assistant Secretary-General for
Political Affairs, remaining three
years· in· Paris with Lord Isma~ .
· Receiving . the rank of Career
Ambassador in the Italian Foreign
Service, he was assigned to ot:.
tawa, Canada in 1955, where he
se1-ved until the cloi;e of 1958.
He was Ambassador ·to Bruxelles,
from 1959 to 1961, and was appointed Ambassador to the United
States on May 15, 1961.
A highly-reputed · professional
d·iplomat of unusual accomplishment, he has participated closely
for a decade in the various steps
by which the nations of Western
Europe and the Atlantic Comm.unity generally have been draw-

Registrar
Announces
Dr. Hayes

It was announced this week by
Mr. Fellinger, registrar, that all
A. Byan, O.P., also of Mt. St. Jo- seniors of the day colleges who
plan to graduate this June must
seph ancl Dr. '· Kane,. Hayes
file formal applications for gradancl Mr. Lawrence J. DonnellJ, uation with the registrar's office
bo&h of Xavier.
by Wednesday, March 28. Those
who had planned to graduate at
an earlier date and who filed an
application at that time, but who
then did not graduate and intend
to graduate now instead, are reminded that they must apply this
semester, as previous applications
will be invalid.
these booths was designed with
Also, Mr. Fellinger said, those
the control of some experimental
factors in mind. In order to facili- graduating should have their cap
and gown measurements when
tate experimentation on mo r e
they file their application.
subjects, two booths were built.
The shorter booth is approximately seven feet long, and the other
approximately thirteen feet. The
longer booth was built for experiments in vision and imprinting
Next Wednesday and Thursday,
and tor the storage of EEG apMarch 21 and 22, the Sen.tor Class
paratus. The insides of the booths Remembrance Fu n d Committee
were painted white· in order to
will man a payment station In the
avoid distracting colors in per• foyer of Alter Hall from 10 a.m.

Mr. DonnellJ'

"Private PropertJ, Pablle Own-ershlp, ancl Work" will be &he
topic of this SundaJ' eveninc's
"Mater et Maclstra" BJ'DIPGSium.
The procram wbleb will bedn

a& 8:00 p.m. in the Armor, will
feature as Chairman Mr. Paul L.
Kane of Mt. St. Joseph. The
panel wUI eonsls& or· Bev. Louis

Sodality
Consecration

Variety, Control Stressed In Design
Of· Experimental Psychology Laboratory

The Xavier University Sodality
recently received 27 men into its
ranks. The following men took a
temporary Act of Consecration
binding them to the Sodality Way
of Life for one year. They are
Jack Green, Charles Geschke, Watson Allgeir, Gerry Bamman, Maury
·Bax, Jim Brogle, Denny Brown,
Bruce Brown, John Ci s c, Ken
. Czillinger, Tom Helmick, Phil
' Kleespies, Jim Lawler, Roy Lips-

One of the major improvements
of the Experimental Psychology
Laboratory in Alumni Hall is the

installation of semi-sound-proof
booths. These, together with the
animal room, are the main physical features of the laboratory.
The booths wer~ primarily designed f o r stimulus-deprivation
experiments. The rooms •. can further be utilized for individual
testing, animal experimentation
· eomb, Art Naltner, Mark Pauly, and for classroom demonstration
Herb Schmidt, Tom Weber, John
experiments in psychophysics, mo! DiMuzio, Craig Kinzelman, Tony tivation
emotion, learnina, and
ceptlon experiments. Control for to 1:30 p.m. This provides· the
. Lane, Bell Masterson, Dave Mc•.
auditory
stimuli from the exterior class of 1862 with an excellent
llahon, Mike Mullen, Terry Rohen, tbinkin1.

Bob Stroblabl, lobn Wllbelm.

;Bulletin

Attention Seniors!

Every structural teat u re of

.(Continued oa Pale 3)

opportunlb' to Pit¥ &beir

ing into closer forms o( coopera•
tion, consultation, and economic.
political, and military coordination. The Political Forum, under
the guidance ·of Mr. John Grupcnhoff, urges all students to take
advantage of this unusual oppor•
tunity to hear at first hand a man
of Mr. Fenoaltea's background
and position. There will be re•
freshments served after the ad•
dress for all those interested· in
further speaking with His Excellency.

Religious V ocatiou:
Week To Be Helcl
Xavier's Religious Welfare Committee is sponsoring the current
Religious Vocation Week, March
11-19. It is hoped that, through
the observance of the week, there
will be an increase in the num•
ber of religious vocations both
from Xavier students and later in
the families of alumni. The week
is also an effort on the part of
the Jesuits to show that they fos•
ter vocaticns other than to the
Jesuits.
Literature on the different orders and congregiations is still
available from the display · in the
Main Read-ing Room of the Ii·
brary. The week will come to a
climak Monday, March 19, witb
Religious Vocation Day.
There will be representatives on
campus from the diocese of Covington, the archdiocese of Cincin•
nati, and ten orders and congre•
gations, who will be introduced
at the end of Father Considine's
convocation on Latin America.
Following the convocaton, the
representatves will be available,
each in a separate room, at Alter
Hall. Students who are interested
may go to any of the rooms for
information and consultation, after
2:30 p.m.
Rev. Patrick H. Ratterman, S.J.,
as chairman, poil}~ed out that
this is the first such attempt at
Xavier, and expressed his hope
that the students will make a
success of it. "Every educated
Catholic," Father Ratterman said,
"should know everything possible
not only about religious life in.
general but about the various re•
ligious organizations that carry on
this work, which is so essential to
the life of the Church."

NCWC Official
To Speak Here
Father John Considine, a Miirykno!l Father and director of the
L a t i n American Bureau o f the
National Catholic Welfare Conference, will be at Xavier on March
19th and 20th. He will address a
student convocation at 1:30 in the
Kelley Lecture Hall on the 19th.
The subject of his address will be
"Papal Volunteers for Latin Amer.
ica."
. evening, the 20t..,
"'
The followmg

he will speak to the public on the
same topic at 8:00 p.m, in th•

pledau. Jtelle,y Lecture HaU.
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E(Iitorial~

Cut Apron Strings

·

-..THERE lhere i1 much desire lo learn,
WW t/1ere of necessity rvill be' much arguing,
much writing, many opi11ion1: for opinion in
good men i1 'but knowledge in lhe making.
John _,.,ilto~

between Imprudence and Impudence. If he
cannot be imprudent in an atmosphere of
guidance, then what course will his later
imprudence take? If the university is to be
mater et magistra, then she must cut the
apron strings of the mater, and let the magistra begin.

What is freedom of the 11ress? Is it not
the right to print personal and controversial
opinion? Is it not the right to 11rint that
opinion whether it is right or wrong? If not,
then what is it?
Is it necessary for a student newspaper
Should a university have freedqm of the
to
represent the views of the student mapress? If true freedom exists, some opinions contrary to the alumni, faculty, admin- jority? If majority opinion is all that is to
istration, or student opinion will be printed. be expressed, do away with newsmen and
Somebody is going to be embarassed or up- politicians and bring in the sociologists to
set. Does this mean a university should not take polls. Is it not part of the responsibility and reward of newsmen to give wellhave freedom of the press?
in formed· views? Surely if they compile the
Can students a cc e p t the responsibility stories, they shouli:l have the experience and
that is required by freedom of the press? reward of expressing their views.
'A chief aim of the university is to instill responsibility. How can we produce responWhether a school is Im·ge or small desible leaders if we do not give them respon- pends not on its numbers. but on the
sibilities as students? The student by ex- amount of responsibility it entrusts to its
pressing freedom can learn the difference students.
States notice the world conspiracy
that is about to destroy all of us
who now feel so secure. But as
someone said, there are many people who think that they are fried
eggs.

Frank Polk

Ghana No Goner
History will place on Jack Kennedy's head the laurel crown ol
•reatness. The prize will be his
alone. Many ran before him. They
ran we11, but it was Jack who
broke the tape. For he was the

and Washington alike lest they
lose their freedom. They desired
to be neither pro-Russian nor proAmerican. They desired only to be
themselves. And we recognized
this-and rightly so-as an American victory,

last man to run on the relay team.
Yes, there were some Americans
Equal credit should go to Harry who screamed that we had lost,
and Ike. But this is not the way that there would be no victory unof history.
til the leaders of Africa and Asia
Our children will soon read in wired Washington for copies of
their history books that the Rus- the Constitution so that these peosian star faded in Kennedy's pres- pie might also be free, that any
ence. As the star dimmed, the nation .which was not for us was,
name. Kennedy soared upward to \therefore,. against us.· But no one
join those of Washington, Lincoln, listened to these wild-eyed prophWilson, and F.D.R. Now there are ets. In fact, they still go about
five great presidents, five leaders '?reaching the same gospel. Robert
of a victorious America.
Welch just declared that the Russians have played a psychological
The Russian menace withered trick on us, that they made their
away when the world realized that economy fail, that they told their
Communism was inefficient and allies to simulate dissension, that
wasteful, that Communism had they told their spies in Africa and
hindered a great and wealthy Janel, Asia to make these nations foland that the greatness of Russia low a neutral line lest the United
was. in its God-given resources
and not in its economic system.
The world began to realize that
there was something wrong ·with
a system that could not !ced its
own people although hall of the
population farmed the rich fields.
The world began to laugh at the
infallible Mr. Khrushchev who ordered that factories be built on
land that was quicksand and that
corn be planted on land that was
simply sand. A~d when the factories collapsed and the corn did
not grow, one could see a caravan
of architects and farm experts
trudging off to Siberia. For the
Party never makes a mistake.
Only the people do.

The Russian th re a t withered
away when Europe and the United
States stood militarily and economica11y as one. The imperialistic bear had nothing to feed on,
and so he died.
This will our children read in
their history books. They will
sigh when they think back on the
"easy days" of yesteryear when
we spent our time toying with the
Russian threat. And they will say
to us, "You had it soft. You had
to worry about only two real
nuclear powers. We have to worry·
about everybody, 1.or everybody
now has nuclear weapons. You
were never "in any crisis. The enemy fell flat on its face. But what
can we do now? Ghana or New
Guinea could. wipe us out in an
hour! This is the hour of crisis.
This is the turning point of history. What now?"

lly Joe Meluner

immense pride),. Theis has always been able to completely absorb me in his roles. And Sunday
night was no exception. But, he
seemed more like a g a m b 1 e r
aboard a Mississippi. river-boat,
rather than a confused lovable
uncle. Possibly a Russian beard
and a change of costume.
I don't know whether it is
Chekhov's fatilt or Carol Tepper's.
But when consoling her mother,
she wasn't convincinc at all. There
was no real emotion, only a good
voice mouthing words.
Creditable performances w e r e
.turned in hy Jim· Newell, Gerald
Bamman, Mary Maloney, Marianne Moeddel, ·Marlene Reynolds,
Tom Bl'inson, and Fred Walter.
Sets and costumes were above the
Masque Society's normal high
standards.
This.is the best play Otto Kvapil
has directed since last year's
Twelftl1 Nlaht. His fine tohch was
displayed throughout. There were
some excellent bits: the cucumber
{which was very funny), Theis's
bil!ard motion, and Bamman's gun
scene. I enjoyed the Russian dance
very much.
Tiie Cherr,. Orebanl provides a
good night's entertainment. Diane
Danzi's performance alone makes
the play w01·thwhile.

ne.rt .......

The Liberal Hour.
Guest Columals&: Dick Bir.. 'II
Ed. Note: Campus JibeTals aTe invite"d. to submit articles for this
featuTe.

Among the ultra-conservative
groups ma·king a name for theni.;
selves today, is the Young Americans for Freedom {YAF) of \Vhich
Xavier's conservative screamers
are members. Its pl~tform is the
"Sharon Statements,'' adopted in
Sep.tember, 1960, at Sharon, ConThen we might realize our in- necticut. Such great Americans
escapable presentism. Then we as Barry Goldwater, Herbert V.
might catch a glimmer of the goal
Kohler (condemned by the NLRB
which is our destiny.
for unfair labor prnctices such as
hiring scab labor, refusing to negotiate, and hiring guards who
shot and killed stl'iking workers
in the back), George E. Sokolsky,
and William F. Buckley, Jr., have
been individaully honored by this
organization.

Masque Review
Diane Is Mme. Ranevsky

There is no doubt about the
star of the Masque Society's new
production, The Cherry Orebard.
Diane Danzi, as Mme. Ranevsky,
plays her role to pel'fection. She
doesn't "act" like an aristocratic
Russian woman. She just "is" one.
Her stage presence, voice, gesture,
all manifest that true confidence
And it was then that the Com- which is .necessary for capturing
munist empire began to crumble. an audience.
Albania and Red · China decided
Best supporting actor was Tom
to join Yugoslavia in starting a C4>nley. Fl'om his · "eh's" to his
new movement: National Com- stooped back, he had full possesmunism-which Russia knew was sion of his role. And that last.
a contradiction in terms. Tito, scene, • • • I was sitting on the
Hoxha, and .Mao refused to bow edge of my chair just to listen. No
down and face Moscow every loudness, no exaggeration, maybe
·morning, Russian "international- even a little uncl~racting. A finism" was powerless to cope with ished performance.
the new Communist nationalism.
Emeran Way was disappointing.
The independent Communists (Maybe it was just. Sunday night's
realized that the Russian bl'and of performance.) At times he seemed
Communism had never been truly to have a real insight into the
international but always had been me re ha n t Lopakhin's character.
as nationalistie and pro-Russian His facial expressions and hand
as ·Peter the Great's imperialism. gestures were flawless. However.
They remembered well Stalin's Let's remember Lopakhin is a
boast: Our conquests will surpass peasant-become-merchant, not a
those of the czar's wildest dreams. bellowing animal. He's clumsy,
It was at this time that the na-· not brutish, I expected moa·e ol
tions of Africa a«1d Asia realized Emeran Way.
Somewhat disappointing was
that they could serve themselves
fmly through a nationalistic inde- Bob '.fheis. Whether because of his
pendence. They refused .Moscow voice or sta1e poise (or just his

JIAO Bar• Be Lmt:S A

•...,_

tional defense, and the administration of justice.'' Note that each
of these three duties which they
a11ow to the government deal with
law enforcement or, as it has
been termed, the "police state"
function of government: "That
when government ventures beyond
these rightful functions, it accumulates power which tends to
di!'Jlinsh order and liberty." ·

The YAF believes that the Federal Government cannot possibly
assume more power . than they
have stated because the 10th
amendment of the Constitution
prohibits it. The 10th amendment states, "The powers not
delegated . to the United Stales
by the Constitution, nor prohibited
Our interest in the YAF ·arises by it to the States, are reservecl ·
out of the Sharon Statements. to the States respectively, or to
Common to .all ultra-c"onservative the people."
groups, the YAF supports strong
Reference to this amendment is
States' rights and condemns the
made
in the Sharon Amendments,
Federal Government for assuming
what they call arbitrary force. "That the genius of the ConstiWe read in the Sharon Statements, tution-the division of powers-is
"That the pui·poses of government summed up in the clause which
are to protect these freedoms reserves primacy to the several
through the preservation of in- states, or to the people, in those
ternal order, the provision of na(Continued on Page 3)
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Letters to the Editor
~-tomic

Morality

Dear Sir:
The position taken in your editorial, "Morality of Deterrence,"
is a most respected and a widely
p1·opogated opinion. (I was
.cheered to 'note that you do not
strive fo · stir up the smoke of a
nuclear war by miscalculationsomebody pushes the wrong button.)
Nonetheless, I espouse the minority position, despite frequent
and strong attractions to pacifistic
arguments. I do not think that detenence by hydrogen bombs, as
now practiced, is immoral, even
though the means become more
horrendous in quantity and quality. The balance of terror is a balance. Through it we can lead reasonably normal free lives; we are
given the time to do what we
should for underdeveloped countries, to reduce injustices in our
own land, and to seek truly human goods.
The historical arguments Cor
this position will not generate optimism in every mind, but this evidence needs more attention. In
WW I when Germany alone possessed a weapon of immense terror, gas, they used it. In WW II
when the U. S. alone possesseq a
weapon of immense terror, the
atom bomb, they used it. BUT
n e i t h e r gas nor bacteriological
ineans were used in WW II because a .balance of terror existed.
In view of Russia's almost unlimited love of the motherland,
I do not think there exists a
crounded fear of all-out nuclear
war with Russia-so long as we
possess adequate means or delivering deterrence.
It (or should I say, "when")
Red China gets hydrogen bombs
and the means of delivering them,
then laying down our weapons
may well be the only moral po.' sitiol1.
Fr. Kenney, S.J.

• • •

ly by the evil effect. The third
condition is that the end of the
agent has to be good. Finally,
there must be a proportion between the good inl~nded and the
evil foreseen.
I do not· intend to rewrite the
editorial. I leave it to its author
to decide whether the principle
of double effect is applicable to
the problem proposed and, if applicable, whether the policy of
deterrence is moral. However, I
hope that in the future the writer
will refrain from passing judgment on moral pl'inciples without
having care f u l l y investigated
them.
Yom·s truly,
Christian J. Klima, '63.

• • •

ENQUIRER Muzzles
Dear Sir:
The Enquirer, that bulwark ·of
anti-muzzling and anti-censorship,
unfortunately practices its own
brand of muzzling and censorship.
Is it "par for the com·se". that they
would not expose thefr practices
when these were pointed out by
a letter delivered to them two
weeks ago?
The Feb. 16 "Chet Huntley Reporting" on extreme right-wing
action was stricken from the Enquire's "Today's Channel Check,"
though it figured prominently, as
news, in Time magazine; in the
Post-Times TV listing it was
"Scout's Best Bet."
The Feb. 23 CBS "Thunder on
the Right" was likewise censored
by the Enquirer, but appeared
prominently as likely good TV
fare in Time and Post-Times.
After the Enquirer had protected us · child1·en from these prog1·ams, it inveighed, in a March 3
editorial,· against such programs.
The latter is their editorial privilege; the earlier muzzling and
censorship is despicable.
William F. Burke
Eileen Bl'ennan
Geo1·ge Fisher

The Atom Again •
··nea1· sir:
. ·· No man of intellectual capacity
and of sound, moral convictions
would .deny the need of continually i·c-evaluating on moral principles of our nuclear policy in the
field of military strategy, The principles on which such evaluations
are based are usually the concensus of human reason throughout centuries of philoso1>hical
thought. Since new facts and aspects about facts are continually
acquired through the ages, it is .not
wrong from time to time to l'.eevaluate the principles t he m · .selves. Knowledge and discussion
· ot ·such principles will be two
means in "the restoration of mol'al
·serisc."
However, I disagree with one
statement in your editorial entitled "Morality of Deterrence"
acco1·ding to which the principle
of double effect seems to be outdated. The statement that "the
principle of double effect, applicable in 'the times when men fought
with bows and arrows, is no longer
useful when victims are counted
in 'mcgacorpses' tends to reveal
a· certain amount of unfamiliarity
with the principle on the part of
the author of that statement.
The principle of double effect
is applicable to acts in which one
·of the effects is a foreseen but unintended evil. Four conditions are
necessary before it can be applied.
The first is that the act itscU cannot be evil. The evil of the act
can be judged according to the
end of the act as ditlercntiatcd
from the act of the agent. The
second condition is the causal
sequence whereby the good in. tended must not be caused direct·

Liberal Hour
(Continued from Page 2)

spheres not specifically dcle~ted
to the Federal Government."
Notice that they refer to the
"spheres ·not speeiflca111' delegated," whereas the 10th amendment does not use the word "specifically."
By placing that word in the
10th amendment one can change
the whole meaning of the Constitution. As a result, the Federal
Government would not be allowed
to pass social security, income
tax, or farm laws, and it would
be prohibited from conta·olling the
monopolistic tendencies of big
business. Regulation over business
though, is what they don't want:
"That the market economy'' (laissez-faire-writers note) "allocating resources by the free play of
supply and demand, is the single
economic system compatible with
the requirements of personal treedom and constitutional government." It is obvious that the YAF
has raised a big issue-one that
determines our whole system of
government.
But this is no new issue. It
goes back to 1819 when the State
of Maryland attempted to tax
notes of the Bank of America.
The legiality of this act was tested
in the Supreme Court in the case
M'Culloch vs. Ma1·yland. . Then
Chief Justice John Marshall, whom
historian Amold Toynbee calls
the man who put meaning into
our Constitution, used this occasion to delive1• a legal interpretation of the 10th amendment:
"But there is no phrase in the
instrument .which, like the articles
of confederation; excludes incidental or implied powers; ancl

which requires that everything
granted shall be expressly and
minutely described. Even the 10th
amendment, whicil was framed for
the purpose of quieting the excessive jealousies which had been
excited, omits the word 'expressly'
and declares only that the powers
'not delegated to the United States
c,r to the people .. '" He continues,
"l'he men \vho cl1·cw and adopted
this amendment, had experienced
the embarrassment resulting from
the insertion of this word in the
articles of confederation, a n d
probably omitted it to avoid these
embanassments. A ·constitution,
to contain an accurate detail ·of
all the subdivisions of its great
powers will admit, and of all the
means by which they may be
carried into execution, would partake of the proxility of a legal
code, a.nd could scarcely be embraced by the human mincl. It
would probably never be understood by the public. Its nature,
therefore, requires that only its
great outlines should be marked,
its important objects designated,
and the minor ingredients which
compose those objects be deduced
from the nature . of the objects
themselves. That this idea was
entertained by the frame1·s of the
American Constitution, is not only
to be inferred from the nature
of . the instrnment, but from the
language." This is the origoinal and
historic interpretation of the 10th
~mendment of the Constitution
which has been used as a guideline for Federal power down
through the years.'

l'a1e Three

ter's knowledge. The ventilating
system consists of a fan in the
ceiling drawing out th~ stale air
and of an opening in the bottom
part of the door through which
fresh air is drawn in.
The main uses of the psychology
laboratory are for instruction and
for student and faculty research.
Undergraduates learn to review
literature, to design and carry out
experiments and to write up final
reports in scientific style. They

perform experiments in percep•
tion, learning, thinking, emotion,
and motivation and finish their
course by doing an individual research project. Graduate students
fulfill their course by independent,
individual experimentation lead·
ing to some original research.
Additions planned for the lab•
oratory include an operating table
for the animal room and EEG
apparatus for experimentation
with human subjects.

In light of this, we ask our
ulfra-consc1·vative friends that,
when they t•efer to the historic
meaning of the American Constitution, they know a little history.
The Sh a r on Statements also
read, "That· history shows .periods
of freedom are. rare." Again we
ask, study just a little history.

Psych Lab
(Continued from Page 1)
of the booths is provided by the
walls made from plywood, plaster
board, and rock wool and by the
acoustical tiles insulating the ceiling. The doors each contain a
small window of one-way glass so
that the experimentors can observe the subjects without the lat-

Anachronism?
Not really. 'Cause if Coke had been
around in Caesar's day, Caesar would
have treated himself to the sparklinl
good taste, the welcome lift of Cokel
Caesar's motto-..1 came, I saw, l
conqµered." Pretty good motto for
Coke too-the prime favorite in over
100 countries today!
BE

!2!:!:! REFRESHED

lollled under authority of 1he Coca-Cola Company b1

THE COCA-COLA IOTTLINC WORKS COMPANY

SIC FLICS

"I say, is there a tobacco field
somewhere near here?"
21 GREAT TOBACCOS MAKE 20 WONDERFUL SMOKES!

GET WITH THE GRAND' PRIX ••• ENTER TODAY, ENTER INCESSANTLY!
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Xavier Frosh Bow To Cardinals, Dean 'Movers;
Thomas Averages Nearly 26 Points ·p~ _Game
the XU surge that proceeded to
bring Xavier within three, 60-57,
with less than three minutes remaining.
The Little Muskies went ahead
Last Saturday's contest at the 61-60, ·but the Movers regained
Fieldhouse brought down the cur- the upper hand, 62-61. Then Fred
tain on the 1961-62.. frosh sched- Foster stole the ball and drove in
for a layup to put X back on top,
uie. The XU frosh completed their
campaign with a record of 10 vie- 63-6 2 •
. tciries, 8 defeats and 1 tie.
However, Nourse was fouled as
For the first twenty-five min- the visitors set up an offensive
utes of their final g:ime, the Little play. He converted both charity
tosses to put his team ahead,
Muskies played as iC they had not 64-63.
practiced basketball in about a
Thomas and Foster each had an
month.
opportunity to win the game for
Dean Movers took advantage of XU in the last thirty seconds.
poor ·shooting, weak defense and Thomas missed a left-handed shot
frequent turnovers on the part of from close range and later Foster
Xavier and built a commanding failed to c o n n e c t on a long
49-26 lead with 16:24 remaining. jumper.
The visitors, who were enjoying
The loss was the third in a row
a torrid evening from the floor
for
·the Little Muskies and was
had raced tO a 39-25 halftime
bulge. Dean's connec'ted orj. _i6 of the second· time this.. season that
29 field. goal attempts in the· first X dropped three games in succeshalf~- while· -XU .hit. on onlly 11 sion.
for ·35. ·
·
Nourse and Ray topped Dean
So when the AAU cagers out- Movers in scoring with 24 and
scored X, 10-1, in the opening 20 points respectively. Thonias led
moments of the second half, it XU with 22. markers. F o s t e r
s e e m e d that Coach Ruberg's pumped in 14.
Two free th r o w s by Howie
Nourse in the closing minute of
play enabled Dean Movers from
Springfield, Ohio, to edge the Little Muskies, 64-63.

Len Jefferson (No. f5) attempts -&o 'bloek a left-banded hook shot
bJ' Xavier's other Co-captain, Jaek Thobe. Thobe tallled H points
asainst Eddie Hiekey's Warriors and Just mi111ed movlnc into seeond
plaee amonl' XU's all-time seorlnc leaders. The 6-1 eenter-forward
from Ludlow, Kentueky paeed ·&he Muskies In seorlnc for the third
eonsecu&ive season. He also 'broke .Joe Vivlano's reeord for most field
soals In a eareer.

cagers were en route t_o their
On March 5 the University of
Louisville frosh whipped the Litworst defeat of the campaign.
Trailing 53-30 with less than tie Muskies for the second time.
The sccire was 95·92.
fifteen minutes to go, XU sudThe Cardinal yearlings grabbed
denly found . the range. Twelve
straight markers narrowed the the lead early in the first half and
were never headed thereafter.
gap to 53-42.
· Steve Thomas, Fred Foster and
Louisville had a 47-41 halftime
Jim Bothen continued to spark margin. U of L widened this lead

to as many as fifteen points in
the final stanza.
With five minutes to go, th~
Cardinal yearlings were in front,'
86-76. Once again the Little Muskies tried desperately to pull a
contest out of the. fire._
I
Fired by. substitute Dick Metz,
Xavier attempted a late comeback.
But until Jim B o t h e n swished
through a· jump shot shortly before the buzzer, XU could not gei
nearer than five points. ··
U of L, which compiled an 18-l
season ·mark, had three player11
who totaled more than 20 points.

.,

Bob Doutaz scored 29 points on
10 of 16 FGA and 9 for 10 at the
charity stripe. F o r w a r d s John
Reuther and Dennis Clifford add..!
ed 23 · and 21. Pivotman Judd
Rothman was in double figures
with 16.
Jim Bothen tallied 28 markers
for XU. Steve Thomas had 21~
Fred Foster 19, and John Stasio 10.
Louisville hit a ·sizzling 48.6 per
cent of · their two..,point efforts.
XU's FG percentage was .443.
U of L outrebounded the smaJJer
Xavier five, 48-46.

Three Xavier players averaged
in double figures for the season.
Steve Thomas amassed 490 points
for a 25.8 points per game average. Jim Bothen collected 332
points for a mark of 17.5 per game:
Fred Foster boosted his average
to 10.1 ·points per contest with H
points against Dean Movers.

-Photo by John Bruning

Bulletin
Xavier's spring sports teams be•an prcparinl' for their eominc
•easons this w~k. Coach Don
Buber.r's baseball nine worked out
Tuesday . afternoon. On Wednesday Ray Baldwin held a meeting
for all tennis prospects.

·Tareyton
delivers
the flavor

NEWS Top Ten
2. Ohio State
3. KentuekJ'

4. Mississippi State
5. St. Johns

6. Villanova

'7. Colorade

I. UCLA
9. Loyola

10. Bradlr.y

Opponents'
Records
(Final Replar Season)
Won Lost
Bellarmine ...•••.•••.•
Canlsus ......•...•.....
Clneinnati ....••........
Dayton ............•..
Detroit ........•.......
Illinois
Kansas State ......... .
Louisville ............ .
Loyo!a (Chlcal'o) ••••••
Marquette .....•••• , ••.
JUiami (Ohio) . . . • • • • . •
Ohio Wesleyan ........
Portland . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Provi:lence . . . . . . . . . . . .
St. Bona\•cnture .......
St. Joseph (Pa.) . . . . . . .
Tennessee . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Villano\'a . . • . . . . . • . • . .
Western Kentuek1 • • • • •
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"Tareyton's Dual Filter in duas partes divisa estl"·
Slugging Junius (Pretty Boy) Cuaius takes oft the brass
knucks to enjoy his fa~orite smo~
Says Pretty Boy, "Ecce TareytOn, one filter cigarette that
really delivers de gustibus. Try Tareytons. Next time you
J;>uy cigarettes, take a couple of packs vob.iscum.'!

DUAL FILTER

Tareyton ·

'IWiJ if ,7,&~J"-.Cf..7-:~ ••,_MJll-.· OA· •••
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.,. Ken C..lllqer, NEWS Sports Editor
Every year it ls customary for the NEWS to choose an all-Catholic
all-American team. This season sportswriter Dan \l{eber and :I hav~
decided to expand the NEWS' .post-season basketball selections. In
addition to the all-Catholic squad (which will appear in next week's
issue), we have also picked an all-American team and an all-Southwestern Ohio team composed of players from Xavier Dayton Miami
and Cincinnati. The all-Southwestern Ohio squad ~vill be in next
week's issue too.
The emphasis in our selections is upon the word TEAM. The As!Ociated Press and the Newspaper Enterprise Association (NEA) have
already announced their 1962 all•American cage teams. The AP had
just one backcourt man (Jimmy Rayl) on the first three "teams?"
The NEA picked no guards on its first two fives. A better name for
the so-called all-American teams chosen thus far would be the "Five
Best Individual" basketball players. Certainly Lucas, Dischinger, McGill, Walker and Chappel aren't a team. It is perfectly correct to
alternate the positions of front court performers, i.e. placing McGill
or Chappel at forward instead of their usual center spot. But I cannot understand classifying Chappel and Chet Walker as "guards" on
a team. All players should be divided into front court (forwards and
centers) and backcourt _(guards) positi6ns. Selections should then be
made on this basis. If Walker and Chappel poll the fourth and fifth
highest number of votes among all players, they cannot properly "be
made" guards and still term the voting results a "team." The top
faree vote-getters among the front court men and the two guards
receiving the highest number of votes should comprise any true allAmerican team. The NEWS post season squad was chosen with the
:forementioned ideas-in mind. The squad consists of ten players.
Pos.

Dave DeBusschere, Detroit
Terry Dischinl'er, Purdue ............•.......
Cotton Nash, Kentucky ........•.........•...
_Chet Walker, Bradley ......••.•..••..•.•••...
Jerry Lucas, Ohio State ......•...............
Bill McGill, Utah ..................•...••••..
BobbJ' llaseoe, Western Kentucky .. ~ .•._•••..•
Jimmy Rayl, Indiana ........................ .
Willie Somerset, Duquesne •..•••••••••.•.••••
LarrJ' Parsifal, Kentucky ...••..•••••••••••••
Player of the Year, Jerry Lucas.
Coaeh of the Year, Adolph Bupp, Kentucky,

Ht.

Class
Sr.
Sr.
Soph,
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Soph.
Sr.

F

6-5

F

6-8

F
F

6-5
6-6

c

6-8
6-9

c
G
G
G
G

,_.

6-Z
5-10
6-1

, •

1;

i

i

~

...
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Inconsistent Musketeers Drop Season's
Finale To .Well-Drilled Marquette, '16-67

KEN'S KORNER

Player a.nd School

1

BJ' Dan Weber
The Musketeers closed out their
season on the same note or inconsistent play that has plagued them
all year. On Monday night at the
Fieldhouse, they bested Loyola's
Ramblers b Y a score or 96 - 89.
Then on Saturday they dropped
their final game, the first loss of
the year at the Fieldhouse, to Marquettc, 76-67.
In beating Loyola, X knocked
off t he country's second highest
scoring team, a team that was in
the top, ten, and was the first team
selected for the N.I.T. Loyola entered the contest with a 21-2
record. In losing to Marquette, X
lost to a team that they had been
able to beat at Milwaukee, a team
that was going to no tournament,
a team whose record was 14-11.
Against-Loyola, X whipped the
Ramblers at their own game-run

Naturally many fans will disagree with our selections. Players sue~
as Rod Thom, Art Heyman, Len Chappel and Jack Foley will be
placed on many- post-season squads. It is not an easy task to pick
the six best forwards and centers and the four finest guards in the
U.S.A. (not the ten "most-publicized" players).
Our choice for Coach of the Year may be a surprising one. Baron
Rupp was chosen because of the amazing job he has _done in building
a championship team around two ballplayers. On a man -per man
basis, there are possibly fifteen or twenty ·teams better than Kentucky (including other members in the SEC), but no coach in the
rountry gets more from the material available than Mr. Rupp.
Next week we'll present the NEWS' all-Southwestern Ohio team
and also the all-Catholic squad,

• • •
It's unfortunate that the basketball careers of Jack Thobe, · Billy
Kirvin, Frank Pinchback and Pete Schmeling had to end on a losing
note. These four performers have all had hours of glory here at Xavier.

I

Muskies did an about face in their
next outing, losing to Mnrqucttc's
Warriors, 76-67. in the finale at
the Fieldhouse. Marquette went in
front 5-4 early in the game ancl
was never headed :from then on.
X got to within 54-52, but Marquette held the ball and forced X
to foul and cashed in on the free
throws. From the field X hit only
thirty- three percent against Marquette's 38%. X hit 25 of 30 from
the charity line against Marquette's 22 of 27.
Leading scorers for X were senio!'s Billy Kirvin and Frank Pinchback with 18 points apiece. Jack
Thobe got 14 as he missed his bid
to become Xavier's second highest scorer of all time. He fell short
of Dave Piontck's 1287 points by
only two. ·Joe Geiger also added
10 for X.
Marquette was led· in scoring by
Ron Glaser who fired in 23 points,
followed by Dave Erickson's 17,
Bob Hornak's 13, and Dick Nixon's 12.
The loss brought Xavier·s season record to 14 wins and 12 defeats for the season.

.,

Footballers
Open Practice

Now for an explanation of the choices. DeBusschere broke quite a
few scoring and rebounding records during his career at Detroit. He
gcored 44 points against Dayton to establish an individual singlegame mark. He also surpassed Guy Sparrow's career point total.
Dllchlnser set five all-time Big Ten offensive records. He tallied 1248
points in 42 Conference games and won the Big ..Ten scoring crown
three years in succession. Nash is the best sophomore in the history
of the Southeastern Conference. He is the first sophomore to be unanimously named to the SEC all-Conference five. After a slow start,
Cotton really went to work once the Conference portion of the schedule 'began. He led the SEC in scoring with an average of over 24
points per game. Walker has been a standout rebounder and scorer
for the past three seasons at Bradley.
Lucas is Mr. Every.thing in college basketball. His accomplishments
are far too numerous to mention in a couple of sentences. McGill is
tr.e nation's leading scorer. He compiled the second highest average
in the history of collegiate basketball (only Frank Selvy averaged
more markers per contest). At the guard posts Rascoe is probably
the best professional guard prospect in college today. He is the top
three-season scorer in W estern's cage history. Rayl lost the Big •ren
!coring title to Dischinger on the last day of the season when the
Purdue ace outscored him, 30-25. Rayl is a fantastic outside shooter.
Somerset had a brilliant year tor the Iron Dukes. He is one of two
sophomores on the team. Panlful has been overshadowed in many
1espects by Cotton Nash. Nevertheless, the Wildcat star certainly
c?eserves an "all-American" rating.

and shoot. The M u s k i e s hit a
sizzling 56% from the field-many
on easy bunnies-as they got io
behind t he lagging Rambler defense.
Highlight or the game was the
sensational play of senior guard
Billy Kirvin who fired in 27 points
and also established a new school
record for assists in one game with
13, Jack Thobe followed in the
scoring with 22, Joe Geiger had
21, Bob Pelkington 13, and Frank
Pinchback 9. Loyola showed bal::.
anced scoring with Vic Rouse's 21,
sub Ron Miller with 20, Jerry
Harkness with 17 and Mike Gavin
with 15.
The win for X made their season record, 14 wins against 11 def e a t s and it snapped an eleven
game Loyola win streak.
As they so often have done this
year after a good game, the

·.

Xavier Co-captain Billy Kirvin drives toward the ba.sket In the
Musketeers battle with Marquette. Kirvin, a 6-2 senior nard, played
the final basketball l'&me of his career al'alnst. the Warriors. He
pumped In 18 points to tie Frank Pinchback for XU acorlns honors.
Earlier last week Kirvin set an all-time Xavier record for assists In
one same when be se& •P &blrteen basketa In tile Xavier-Loyola
(Cblcaso) same.
-Photo ·1111 John Bruning

Xnvier University announced it!
1962 football schedule on March
7. Miami, Detroit, Ohio University and Dayton will visit Xavier
Stadium. Road games are slated
at Kent State, Villanova, Louisville, Marshall and Kentucky.
The annual intra-city gridiron
,clash takes place at Nippert Stadium on November 24.
Villanova is the lone new toe
to be met this season. The Wildcats rep la c e Citadel on XU's
scheclule.
The Muskies open their 1962
campaign against Miami on September 15. Head Coach Ed Biles
played. football as an undergraduate for the Redskins.,
Biles said that spring pnictice
will open March 19 (Monday) and
end April 14 with the yearly intrasquacl game.
The 1962 schedule:
Sep. 15-Miami (Ohio)
% p.m.
Sep. 22-At Kent State
8 p.m.
Sep. 29-Detrolt ........ . 8 p.m.
Oet. 6-0pen Date
Oct. 13-0hio U. • ..... .. 8 p,m.
Oc&. 20-Dayton ....•.••• 2 p.m.
Oct. 27-At Villanova •.•• 2 p.m.
Nov. 3-At Louisville •.. 2 p.m.
Nov.10-At Marshall •••• 2 p.m.
Nov. 1'1-At KentuckJ' •••• Z p.m.
Nov. H-At Cincinnati • . . 2 p.m.

..

XU's Butler
Places First ·
Jim. Butler,· a freshman, earned
first place honors in the individual
shooting competition in the Illinois·
Invitational Tournament held at
the University of Illinois on March
9. Jim earned a total of 284 pts.
out of a possible 300 pts. to· top
a field of 149 shooters.
In team !:Ompetition the Muskie
riflemen earned 5th place against
a field of twenty-five teams. The
Muskies earned 1,352 pts. out of
a possible 1,500 pts. to be e4ged
out of 4th pla~e by John Carroll
with 1,354 pts. First place honors
went to the University of Southern
Illinois with 1,397 pts.

In their varsity years, Xavier teams won 48 and lost 31. On just
one occasion did XU get a tournament bid. Last season the Muskies
At the Mardi Gra.s Invitational
were invited to the NCAA Mid-East Regionals where they bowed to
Tournament, held on March 2nd
Morehead State in a first round encounter.
and 3rd at the Universities of
Kirvin and Thobe, Xavier's co-captains, have each established sev- Toulanc ar:d Loyola of the South,
. ~ral all-time records. These marks will be described in detail in up- Xavier placed 19th in a field
coming issues. The 1961-62 cage season has to be considered one of of 32 teams. The Muskies accumuthe most disappointing in XU basketball history. l,!1 my opinion at lated 3,666 pts. out of a possible
least, never has Xavier assembled a squad with so many talented 4,000 pts. Oklahoma State Univerplayers-Kirvin, Thobe, Pinchback, McDermott, Geiger, Pclkington sity won the match with 3,840 pts.
and others, Yet as one glances at the final statistics, he reads
This week-end the Muskie rifleWON 14-LOST 12. We'll have more to say about the 1961-62 team
as well as next year's prospects. Briefly, concerning 1962-63, it is men shoot against the University
or Dayton at Dayton.
evident that ·xavier is 1oln1 ·to have problems in the front c:ourt.

HOMOGENIZED

QUALITY~ CHEKD
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He also stated that "the worJdnc their restaurants (they are much
people in the United States are smaller in his country),
not as poor as in England," alBut, of course, not all is roses
though governmental welfarism is here in America to Father Bligh.
"much more extensive"· in Great He is ''shocked" at the number of
· prisoners in U. S. penitentiaries.
noted, hates, as a philosopher, to Britain.
Father Bligh finds it "odd" the And, if any one thing irritates
make generalized s t a t e m e n t s
about specific, basic matters such way Americans· are so concerned Father ab o u t American-British
about constitutionality and its op- relations, it is the attitude of the
as this.)
New York Times in regard to the
Finally, he asserted that the posite.
In· g c n er a 1, he said he was British Commonwealth. "Why, it
American college student should
"delighted over Glenn's .space seems as iC they would like to see
be grateful for the advantages he
achievement," that he favors an it dissolve!''
holds over his British brethren.
In making some general comFor one thing, there are three se• "informati?n-;;not ~ust propaganw
mesters per year in England, and da~ffens1ve against the USSR, ments about Great Britain Father
the result is a "fierce pressure" that it seems to him that "nations Bligh asserts that the ma{oritY of
on the student. Father ·Bligh also themselves cannot be as good, as the English people still are faithpoints out that, in his fatherland, friends, as the individuals of dif- ful to th£: Un'ted Nations and ut
theology courses arc taught in !~rent nations c~n," ~hat he ~on- much trust i~ the power of
stders commcrc1als' mterruphons Un'ted
States
1
Latin by the professor himself. of television programs here in the
'
Another advantage we have is the u. s. to be "absolutely frightful,"
He reports .that, although lmstudent council form of represen- and that he is amazed at the size proved highways and English cars
tation on the campus; the .closest of the 'steaks Americans serve in are increasing more and more all
thing to our student council that
the time, tbe Isles are· too small
the .British collegians have is a
and "pretty soon they (the cars)
"Junior Common Room," a sort
will be running into the sea, beof elected s o c i a I e\'ents comcause there's no place else to go!"
mittee, which can only suggest
In England; there are but two
Mr. Gn1pealleft wlll becia a
plans to the university adminisTV
networks, Father Bligh says.
tration. Father also says that dat- eoune In ParliamentaQ Law aex& One has but a few commercials
Tblll'ldar,
March
22.
Tbe
claues
ing a m o n g college students is
will be from 6:31 p.m. to 8:88 p.m. here and there, and the other (the.
"much freer here."
and wlll l'llll six weeks. Those hl- BBC) has none! This arrangement
Father Bligh finds the fact that terestecl •eed enb' · aipl up In is paid for by the .licensing of
so many American students hold North Hall. The eoar1e Is free or television sets, with periodic payspare-time jobs to be "incredible." charge.
(Continued on Page 7)
This is unheard of in England.
Going back· to the United States
a·gein, Father mentioned that
a striking feature, to him, oC our
nation is the manner in which
"individual initiative nourishes."

Man's Credentials For His Knowledge
Found In His Actual Accomplish.ments·
..

"My last nmiie is s p e 11 c d
'B-L-1-G-H,' and-plcasc-thcl'e's
no 'T' on the end."
These are the words of a pleasan l young priest whose quiet,
di~iinguished humor defines perfectly hir, character; his name is
Rev. John Francis Bligh, S.J.
Father Bligh is presently teaching theology to freshmen at Xavier University. There is only one
peculiar feature to this arrangement, and that is the fact that
Father is not a nath'e of this
country; he hails from England.
Unlike the popular American
conception of the Englishman, Father Bligh is· not a Io o [, although he candidly admits that
this quality is a common attribute
of many of his fellow-countrymen. On the contrary, Father's
Father John Bligh, S.J.
quiet, reservci.l personality serves
as a front for hfa all-arotmd pleas- had expected it to be. But he nevant humor.
ertheless thinks that, here at xU,
But Father Bligh is not a hu- "the stueents, the faculty, everymorist by profession. A member of one, are wonderful people." Nonlhe editorial board of The lley- attendance of and outward disthrop Journal, England's leading interest in classes arc contraband
Catholic journal of philosophy, he in British colleges.
Third, when asked if he thought
has for years now been, until some
months ago, a regular member of that standards of morality vary in
the facully of Heyth1·op College, any noticeable way between Brita pre-seminary school which is ish and American students, Father's answer was a very certain
governed by Canon Law.
"No."
(Father Bligh, it should be
Father Bligh comes from the
small village of Twickenham. just
outside of London. He entered the
Jesuit Order in 1939. Since then
0
he has m1thored a book, Ordination to the Priesthood, and translated and published another. en363! MONTGOMERY ROAD
titled, of all things, History or the
Popisb Plot.
8REAKFAST SE•VED ANY TIMIE
As for his format education and
EnJor a Late Breakfast wltla u on Satudar a. . Satar ....,.1q
degrees, Father is opposed. as he
says all Englishmen would be, to
(One Block South of Dana Avenue)
giivin.g out st!ch infm·malion for
.IEttenen 1·9-public consumption. He says, in
656 Eut McMillan
WO 1-247'
0PEN EVERY DAY 1'&011 11 A.Ill. te l:H P.M.
England, a professor or a speaker
shuns the "waving of degrees,"
fo1· the simple reason that the
British believe a man's credentials for his knowledge arc to be
found in his actual accomplishments and character.
It is no wonder, then, that FaHungering tor ear
Want to pull out
nrousparkt.oaporty
the1· was "amazed" to discover the
all stops-except price? The Jet- that's lovely, lively, easy to park things this one ought to fire you up
manner in which, in America, a
smooth'Chevrolct
up spacious, and pay for? Chevy II is all that, all but good. With the engine weight
speaker is so often introduced
gracious interiors, Body by Fisher right-and also winner of Car Life astern, the steering's as responsive
along with a history of his educacraftsmanship,· Jet-smooth ride, new magazine's· award for Engineering as a bicycle's and the traction's
tion. (In Engll'nd, a Master's DeVS vinegar or 6 savings-and more. Excellence! Parallel to the ahore: ferocious. As for
seat-wow! AC
gree is all that is needed for obtaining any type of job. A Ph.D. is
On tlte f err11: an Impala Sport Sedan. a No11a 400 4-Door Station Wagon. the ramp: the ){cmzG Club Coupe.
a luxury.)
Father Bligh first came lo the
United States in August. 1961, because the Prefect ol Studies at
West Baden College had requested of the Order that it send a replacement to fill a vacancy in the
theology department. It was there,
al West Baden, that Rev. Vincent
C. Horrigan, S.J., head of the XU
theology department, met Father
Bligh and interested him in coming to Xavier. Father Bligh requested that he be transferred to
Cincinnati for one semester. and
his wish was granted.
Arter he leave.!1 Xavier this summer, Father hopes to be able to
travel to San Francisco Ior a short
while before returning· to his
homeland.
Father BUgh has simply fallen in
Jove with the United Slates and
ils people. He describes his impression of Americans as a whole
as ';extremely favorable'' and adds
that a chief difference. in his
opinion, between ·the Ame1·icans
and the British is the fact that
"Americans seem not to be as resel'vccl as the English."
What does Father Bligh have to
say to the students of Xavic1·?
First, he points out that, in England, the Catholic universities do
nol offer thcoolgy courses to underclassmen and that he considers
it "wonderful to give advanced instruction to ordinary students."
Second, he fincls that, in general, classroom behavior he1·c in
t!elO CM,,,
loml
A·meriea is somewhat less than he
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Prominent Psy~hologist Yisits;
Don't Cram Is Advice Of Speal[er

the event. Furthermore, anything
that tends to increase motivation
or arouse the person as he experiences the psychological event,
produces a stronger negative reaction against the event."
Employing memory experiments

Ed. Note: The foUowino is en with paired. words and numbers,
e:r:cerpt f'rom a speech oiven at Dr. Walker found that violent
words such as "vomit" produced
. Xatiier · recentl11 1>11 Fr. Edward
O'Rourke, Director of the National
Catholic Rural Life Conference.
F•ther O'Rourke spoke on "World
Without Hunoer.''

Dr. Walker was on the Xavier
campus under auspices of the visiting scientist program of the
American Psychological Association. Besides his address, he consulted with Xavier faculty members and students on the Xavier
psychology program. Dr. Walker
left Xavier praising the new experimental psychology lab and,
in general, was pleased with the
psychology prosram here at Xavier •

•

•

•
••

•
•
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THE VEllOI MAIOI HOTEL

Hunger is mankind's most dreaded foe. It takes more lives and
causes more human misery than
war or pestilence. It is more terrible than floods or storms. Hunger
reduces people to a state of listlessness and despair.

Offers the latest in facilities, entertainment
and activities .••

Today world food production is
increasing at about 2.7 per cent
each year, while world population
is increasing at the significantly
lower rate of 1.6 per cent. We
have at om· disposal vastly improved methods for preserving
and transporting food even to the
m06t isolated and most underdeveloped regions ~t the world. ·

ROOMS AND SUITES .
at special prices
for week-end visitors. Call Mr. Robert LaMonte
on the XU Campu·s to obtain reservations for
your friends and family at special student
rates.

Hoarding food in a h u n g r y
. world is an abuse of the right of
ownership. Almighty God created
the earth and made it fruitful f01·
the sustenance of the whole human i·ace. W i t h i n reasonable
limits, ownership of property by
Individuals . and nation11 is proper
and · stimulates the development
of the ·earth's resources. However,
the right to private~ ownership is

Five minutes from tlie Xavier campru

SHAKESPEARE DOESN'T LIVE HERE
ANY MORE
A recent nnd most henrtcning development in American colle~e

life hns been the emergence of the :ut.ist-in-residence. In fact.,
the nrtist-in-rcsidence hns become as familiar a sight on crunpus
as Latin ponies, leather elbow patches, Rorschach tests, hula
hoops, nnd l\forlboro cigarettes.
And we nil know how familiar tlmt is- I mean Mnrlboro cigarettes. And why should it not be familiar? Why, where lenrning
i!I king, where taste is sovereign, where brain power rules
supreme, should not Marlboro be e\·e1·yone's favorite? The same
~ood sense that A'!hl you through an exum in Rest.oration Poetry
or solid-stnt.e physics certainly does not desert you when you
oome to pick a cigarett.e. You look for a flavor that is flavorful,
a lilt.er pure and ·white, a choice of pack or box, a lot to like. You
look, in short, for Marlboro-and huppily you don't have to look
far. Marlboro i11 available at your friendly tobaeeonist's or vending machine, wherever cigarettes are sold in all fifty states and
Las Vettne.
But I digress. We were speaking of the new campus phenomenon-the artist-in-residence-a man or woman who writes,
paints, or composes right on your very own campus and who is
also available for occasional consultations with superior students.
'fake, for example, William C1dlen Sigafoofl, artist-in-residence
at the Toledo College of Belles Let.tre1:1 and :Fingerprint Identification •
As we all know, Mr. Sigafoos has been working for many yen rs
on an.epic. poem in rhymed couplets about the opening of the
Youngstown-Akron highway. Unt.il, however, he went into
residence at the Toledo College of Belles J.ettres and Fingei·p1'int ·Identification, his progress w:us not what you would call
rapid. He started well enough with the immortal couplet we all
know: 'l'he!J speed along 01i .wheels of rubber, rushing home i·1•
time for s11bbel' • . •
·
Then l\fr. Sigafoos got stuck. It is not t.hat his muse deserted
him; it is that he became involYed in a series of time-consuminic
episodes-a prefrontul lobotomy for hwin, his faithful sled
dog; fourteen consecutive months of jury duty on a very complicated cnse of overtime parking; getting his coattail caught in
the door of n jet hound for Brish:1ne, Australia.; stuff like that.
He was engaged in a very arduous job in Sandusky-posing
for a sculptor of hydmnts-when :111 offer cnme from the Toledo
College of Belles J..cttl'cs and Fingerp1·int Identification to take
up residence there, finish his 111agn11111 opwi and, from time to
time, see a few gi1tcd students.
Mr. Sigafoos uccefted with plemmre and in three short yenrs
oompleted thesecon< coupletofhit> Youngstown-Akron Turnpike
epic: 'l'he highwa !I is made of solid co11crete and al tile toll station !JOU
11et a ret:eipl.

DANCING -· to the Jimmy Wilber Trio -·
Wednesday, Friday and Saturday evenings until.
2 a.m. No cover charge, no minimum,· no increase in prices.
SWIM CLUB • • • opens June 1 for 7 days a
week, 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. Beautiful 35,COJ gallon
pool, beach house,. snack bar, cocktail bar.

'Wb1f t~ tratk ( 1~iitJ!/e.

AVon 1-3300

Then a few lllifted students cnme ·to villit him. They w~re a
Jft(JOllllft!8ing lot-the boys '11'ith conlul'Oy jackets and long,
·Bhapy beards; the girls also with ,corduroy jackets but ·with
beards neatly braided.
"What is truth?" said one. "What 1s beauty?" said another.
"Shoukl a writer live first and wl'ite later or should he wl'iie
and do a little ti\•inir; in his spure time?" said another.
"Ho,v do you find happiness-and having found it, how do
you get rid of it?" said another.
"Whither are we drifting'!" snid nnother.
"I don't know whither you are dl'ifting," snid Mr. Sigafo<>8t
"but as for nle, I am drifting buck to Sandusky to pose for the
hydrant seulptor."
And bnck he went, nlas, leaving only n frngment of his Young&o
town-Akron Turnpike epic to rnnk with other such uncorn•
pleted musterpieceR as Sehubert.'s Unfinished Symphony, the
Venus de Milo, and Singer's Mi<lgets.
c 1uo~ Mu shuhu••

"Cim:i1U1ali'• only major l1otel ow11e1l by Ci11ci1111alia11s"

Take cheer,~ frienda, from one ma•terpiece 111111 i• com•
plete. We, refer, of courae, to Jtlerlboro ei..relle•. l'ilter
c11d a11d tobacco 1111d are boll1 •• 1ood •• lobac:c:o arti1tr•
and 1eie11c:e c:an make ll1e11t.

ROOF CARDEN ••. and sun deck opens May
1, atop 8th floor.
JUMBO.COCKTAIL HOUR- daily-S to 7 p.m.
Try the· new blue Musketeer Cocktail, 651t.

1
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Dr. Edward L. Walker

Since our nation is blessed with
fertile llClils, favorable weather
and industrious farmers, we have
an abundance of food which e~
ceeds our forseeable needs. There
are, however, in the underdeveloped nations of the world, millions of people who are undernourished. We are obliged in justice and charity to share our
abundance with them.

Finnlly, Father Bligh is sur-

DANCJllG

"Whenever a psychQlogical event
«>ccurs, it leaves· a dynamic trace
in the nervous system," Dr. Walker said. "During this period which
may last for minutes or for hours
or longer, there is at the same
time a negative reaction against

We now know how to make
better use of certain types of food
which were previously wasted or
fed to ..animals. For ·example. the
Meals tor Millions Foundation in
Los Angeles is now making a high
protein food from soybean· cake
(the residue left after the oil is
squeezed out of soybeans). It is
called Multi-Purpose Food. Two
ounces of it, costinc 3¢, make a
meal.

I

the areatest ne1ative effect on
immediate recall of the numbers
but that after the fading of the
trace on the nervous system, the
number associated with the word
b
held stronger than numbers asso1 i k es the "roominess" of the . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . .
ciated with non-violent words.''
United St a t es itself. He likes
The same experiments showed American movies in general, and.
EVERY SUNDAY NIGHT
the reason for the gambler's fal- his favorite to date is El Cid. And I
EAGLES HALL
lacy, he said. Using roulette as an he especially delights in sweet po- ST. BERNARD
4115 TOWER AVI.
.
example, he said that after the tatoes, something not found in ST. BERNARD
AV 1-9435
.___M_u_s_i_c_B_v_o_E_o_n_«E_K ..._S_P_E_R_ __
red comes up several times, bet- England.
tors generally shift to the black,
though the chance each time is
that the ball will . fall in the
..
same ratio to either black or· red.
'f;~. 1 "This is an example of the nega.,! tive reaction to the red, explained
by the con ti nu i n g inhibition
against the event which is leaving
(Author of "Rally Round The Flag, Boys", "The
Many Lores of Dobie Gilli&", ete.)
a trace on the nervous system."

Dr. Edwru:d L. Walker, who
fll)Oke at Xavier University on the
topic, "Tedium and· TitillationMotivation a n d! Memory," described a series of experiments
he conducted which showed the
fallacy of such cramming.

The most significant new development in thii; age .of marvels ls
not peace travel, nor a t o m i c
energy nor electronic brains. It
is the fact that - for the first
time in history - we have the.
ability to banish hunger from the
face of the earth.

(Continued from Page 6)

ments, to the people-a method prised at the jokes he hears now

I

Cramming for an examination
until the last moment has been
proved scientifically to be ineffective, a University of Michigan
)ISychologist disclosed March 6 at
a . Psychol<J8Y Department Colloquium.

Share Food,
End Hunger
Is Demand

Faflaer Bli1la, Visifin1 Theology Jnstractor

VERNON MANOR HOTEL
.400 OAK ST. OFF READING ROAD
MARGARET C. LINK, Presi•t
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Boa Bunks In Brockman Hall
by Gerald Brandt

Xavier's center or altcnlion in
the 7.0ological world is focused
upon Brockman Hall, which is at
present serving as the preserve of
an inhabitant who eats but once
a week. This i n h a b it a n t was
brought into the dorm several
weeks ago and is presently living
under the careful supervision of
the proctors and the members of
the hall. Its owner, Jim Murphy,
hopes to keep it in his room until
certain uncontrollable fa ct ors
such as growth prevent its being
harbored there. When this lime
comes, Jim is not certain whether
his guest will be given a private
room or will be housed with one
of the proctors.
Our guest has not as yet voiced
All are agreed that tlda Is ene er the quietest dormles ever to
his preference as to !ulut·e housing-nor -·have any or the proc- room in Brockman HalL
Telep1ioto by John Bruning
tors. However, it is anticipated
that a suitable arrangement may
quite this size. When first ap- time that the animal takes a deep
be concluded for all concerned.
prehended, the snake in question breath. In so doing, the snake
Murphy stated that the snake
was only one-third its present size soon p r e v e n t s the prey from
was found on a banana-boat off but by the -end of the year it will
breathing at all. It th e n apthe cost of Florida. "One of my
have grown an additional two proaches dinner and swallows the
friends stumbled upon him as he
feet.
animai whole. This one meal then
walked about the del'k of the
The boa eats only one large lasts the snake for a long period
boat. He then went r:lirectly to
of time as the digestive juices of
the captain who required little meal a week and this is sufficient
the stomach work very slowly on
persuasion to let his newest pas- to nourish it for seven days. It
the food.
prefers
warm
blooded
animals
senger remain with him until such
At present, Brockman Hall's boa
time as would be convenient to such as rats and mice but will,
on occasion, eat cold blooded ani- is on a . weekly diet of a small
disembark him."
mals such as lizards. These snakes chick which is placed in the
The reptile made his way into
are not poisonous. They kill their aquarium with the snake. It then
Ohio and to his present owner
prey by coiling around it and coils about the chick smothering
about ten months ago and, as
smothering it to death. As the vic- it and then eating it. These feednearly as can be estimated, his
tim struggles to escape, the boa ings have drawn such crowds in
age is slightly more than ten
months. His entrance into Brock- takes !ull advantage of its deep the past that several weeks ago
man Hall was met by an enthusi- breathing to tighten its grip each the animal was fed in the lounge
astic response by the members of
the hall. Many were at rirst dubious as to their own acccr>tance
by the visitor and, since such was
the case, it was some time before
close relationships were established with many of the dorm
students. It is to be noted, however, that as time progressed, the
students became more appreciative of, and friendly with, their
newest member.

fascinating both facult,y and stu·dents alike.
_Dinner hour for the. make resembled closely a boxing match
with the snake in one corner-by
far the favorite-and chick in the
other. It was rather a hopeless
plight for chick as it was no
match for snake, since the latter
had had more experience at boxing. ·
Snake feeding is becoming such

a ra•pid growing amusement on

campus that it was suggested that
an admission fee be charged for
the weekly show in the lounge.
Thus far, the cover charge has not
gone into effect.

Father O'Rourke
(Continued from Page 7)

In the long run, sharlq food.
together with technical assiatuee
pl'Olfams, help people incre. .
their productivity. Thus, theT are
.able to buy food and other goods
which we produce. Neither we nor
the Pe 0 P1-e. in ;underd~v~loped
areas gain by their. ~ema101ng in
a s~ate of mal~utrit1on and inefficient production.
Although there is no evidence
of . serious misuse of American
food by recipient nations or dis..
tributing agencies, our. own government must be on guard against
taking unfair advantage of recipient nations. Pope John expressed this warning in his recent
encyclical: "The economically de..
veloped communities, when lending their help must recognize and
respect t h i s individuality and
overcome· the temptation to impose themselves by means of these
works upon the community in the
course of economic development."

less basic than the right to life and
health. Hence, we are· bound, not
only in charity, but also in justice
to share our surplus food with
Speaking of this matter in his
hungry people at ho m e and inaugural address, .President Kenabroad.
nedy declared, "To those people
It will not suffice merely to give in the huts and villages of haU
away our food indiscrhrtinately. the globe struggling to break the
This might undermine the self bonds of mass misery, we pledge
respect of other ·peoples. Even- our best efforts to ·help them help
tually, our food supply would be themselves, for whatever period
used up and the problem of hun- is required - not because we seek
their votes, • • • but because it is
ger would return.
right."
Instead, we must use our abundance as capital to help emerging
Food has always been a precious
nations build up their agriculture P<:>~session. In the present world
and industries, to help them consituation it is a powerful weapon
struct dams, roads and other usenot of war - but of peace.
ful structures. Great changes are
taking place in the underdevel- With it we can end hunger. With
~ped areas of the world. Efforts it we can strengthen emerging
are being made to improve agri.;. nations. With it we can lay the
culture and build new industries. foundations for a lasting peace.

Career Cues:

It is rather unusual that a boa
constrictor is to be found in Flor~
ida, as they are usually associated with the tropics of Central
and South America, Although he
is presently only three tcet long,
when he has reached his full
gi·owth he may attain a length of
from thirteen to sixteen feet. The
largest boa ever noted was some
eighteen feet in length but it is
seldom that the snakes reach

"Whatever your major,
make sure to include
a course in 'people'!"

W. Emlen Roosevelt, President
National State Bank, Ellzabeth, N.J.
"If my college adviser had prophesied that studying"psychology would some day help promote my career in banking, I'd have scoffed. Yet that is exactly what has hap.
pened. And when I think about it now the reason seems
obvious. The facts and figures of banking, or of any other
field, are mechanical devices. They take on real meaning

only when 1etated to people.
"Good psychology ia also the basis of all teamwork.
And, since most of today's business and scientific problems are too complicated for •one man' solutions, teamwork is essentiaL If you want to be a valuable team player,
and a likely candidate for captain, be the person who
understands people. Learn what it takes for people to
work together in harmony. Learn how to win trust and
confidence. Learn basic human psychology.
"Bear this in mind, too. World tension, community
tension, business tension, even family tension are the
facts of everyday life. The more you know of human
behavior, the better prepared you will be to deal with
these problems.
"So, if you have the chance, take a course devoted to
'people! Your class adviser can probably help you fit a
psychology elective into your schedule. I don't think
you'll regret it ••• I know I didn't.•

ABE BAUMRING
PHARMACY

W. Emlen looMv•lt first became a
bank preaident while still in his
early thirtieL Today he head1
still another bank and is a leader
in New Jeney financial circlea.
Em'• been a CAMEL fan ever
since hi• undergraduate clays at
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If flavor Is rour major saUsfactlon In smoking •••

Have a real cigarette-Camel
THE BEST TOBACCO MAKES THE BEST SMOKE
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